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1. Introduction 

This note considers the. applicability of superconductivity to traveling wave 

accelerators.’ Unlike CW operation of a superconducting standing wave or cir- 

culating wave” accelerator section, which requires improvement factors (super- 

conductor conductivity divided by copper conductivity) of about 1Oe in order 

to be of practical use, a Superconducting TRaveling wave Accelerator, SUTRA, 

operating in the pulsed mode requires improvement factors as low as about 103, 

which are attainable with niobium or lead at 4.2K, the temperature of liquid 

helium at atmospheric pressure. Changing from a copper traveling wave acceler- 

ator to SUTRA achieves the following. (1) F or a given gradient SUTRA reduces 

the peak and average power requirements typically by a factor of 2. (2) SUTRA 

reduces the peak power still further because it enables us to increase the filling 

time and thus trade pulse width for gradient. If we lower the group velocity of 

a copper section and thus increase its fill time above its optimum value, the in- 

put gradient will increase but the average gradient will not. With SUTRA, we can 
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increase the fill time to much higher values than the optimum fill time of a 

copper section and not decrease the average gradient. The SUTRA optimum 

fill time is determined by the ratio of refrigeration factor to improvement factor, 

and is considerably higher than the copper section optimum fill time. Therefore 

much lower peak powers are needed to obtain a given gradient. This effect is 

equivalent to pulse compression without external energy storage. (3) SUTRA 

makes possible a reasonably long section at higher frequencies. (4) SUTRA 

makes possible recirculation without additional rf average power. 

We will illustrate the advantages of SUTRA by applying it to two specific 

TW accelerators: to CEBAF3 proposed by the Southeastern Universities Reseach 

Association and to a SLAC upgrading. We will show that in both cases SUTRA 

reduces the peak and average rf power and the AC power required to maintain a 

given gradient. 

2. Section Voltage and Efficiencies 

Because the usual expression for section voltage is not practical for both 

copper and superconducting traveling wave section and for both wide pulse and 

- single bunch operation we will derive alternate expression which are. The un- 

loaded section voltage and the unloaded average gradient are 

Here, 

7s = section efficiency 

S = elastance per unit length (Mln/ps/m) 

PO = Power input into the section (MW) 

Tf = section fill time (ps) 

L = section length (m) 

(24 
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The section efficiency is the beam voltage divided by the beam voltage of a 

lossless uniform section. It is a function of fill time and the expression for it is 

derived in Appendix A. 

The elastance per unit length is the square of the electric field divided by the 

energy stored per unit length. It is analogous to the shunt resistance which is 

the square of the electric field divided by the power dissipated per unit length. 

The rationale for using efficiencies and elastance per unit length is given in Ap- 

pendix C. For a disk-loaded structure the elastance can be approximated by4 

s = 87(Mi-l/p s m) - 3(Mh2/m2)vg, (2.2) 

Here vgcr = L/Tf = average group velocity along the section in m/ps. 

For a constant impedance and a constant gradient section, respectively 

rls = Cl- e-T)2 rl = 1 -e-” 
7-2 ’ s 27. - P-3) 

Q Tf T,=- , - 
W ’ = 2T, 

Q = stored energy per unit length divided by power dissipated per unit length 

per radian w = operating radian frequency, T = section attenuation in nepers. 

For a constant inpedance section for a given peak power per unit length, & 

is maximum with respect to Tf when Tf = 2.51T, (r = 1.257). 

For a section with linearly variable group velocity 

[(l + g)“l - 112 
vs = g&X(1 + g,z; 

VgL - vgo 7 
9= , 

vgo 
Xl = 0.5 - en(l + g) - 

(2.4 

P-5) 

vgo, vg~ = group velocities at section input and output respectively. 
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The expression for the self induced beam voltage and the beam induced 

average gradient is 

v, = 
rldo*fL 

4 

??i = 2 [l+::lh] [l- (l-+;C-l] 

dv +-2 , 
dz 

x2 = 0.5 
(l-q%) - 

(2.6) 

P-7) 

(2.8) 

Here IO is the beam current through the section and vi is the beam energy to rf 

energy conversion efficiency in the absence of rf input. The expression for qi is 

derived in Appendix B. 

For a constant impedance and a constant gradient section, respectively 

?& = 2 [~-y] , qi = i- 2e-” 
l-e-27 ’ (2.9) 

The loaded section voltage V, - Vb is 

wIo*fL 
v=&Jgp- 4 = dm [l- $j/g . (2.10) 

The loaded average gradient is 

V/L = B = E, - Eb (2.11) 

E= (2.12) 

Whenever possible the symbols used in this note are identical to those used 

by P. Wilson in reference 4. 
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3. RF Peak, RF Average and AC Power Requirements 

The accelerating gradient and the number of sections required for a given site 

voltage Vt and a given site length Lt, are respectively 

vt bz;, Lt N=L. 
. 

(3.1) 

The gradient is chosen by balancing the cost of extra length and the operat- 

ing cost. The length decreases but the efficiency and hence the operating cost 

increases as the gradient increases. 

From equations (2.1) and (2.11) we have the required peak power 

p 
0 

= Jw +BbJ2 
qes*f 

(34 

The section input pulse energy is U, = P,Tk, Tk = Tf + Tb. Here Tk is the 

klystron pulse width and Tb is the beam pulse width. The average rf power into 

the section is 

2 (Tf+Tb) L E+ v 
pao = frpo(*f + *b) = fr 

Tf rlss 
. P-3) 

Here fr is the pulse repetition rate. 

The beam energy is ub = ELI,Tb. The efficiency of transforming section rf 

energy into beam energy is 

ub E’I,*bL 
rlsb = r 

q&Io*t,*f 

0 = P,,(Tf + *b) = (I? + &)2(*f + *b) ’ 

Substituting for IO from (2.6) we obtain 

(3.4 
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Eb Defining k EZ g, and using (2.11) E  = 1 - k we obtain 
a a 

4rlsk( 1 - k)*b 
q’b = qi(Tf + Tb) - P-6) 

For a beam current pulse width of 1.6 /.M , as at SLAC, this efficiency has a broad 

maximum when the fill time is about 0.65 ps. 

The AC power into the modulator is5 

Pm = ST!? ) qar = 0.398Tk 
rlar *k-!-l ’ 

The efficiency of transforming AC to beam power is 

qab = $ = qsbqar - 
m  

The power dissipated in the section is Paa = Pao(1 

power for the modulators Pact = NPm. 

- e-“). The total site AC 

Tk in /Ls . (3.7) 

(3.8) 

4. Single Bunch Mode 

We inject a single bunch of charge q at Tf. The charge-induced and acceler- 

ating fields are:4 

(4.1) 

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between accelerating, unloaded and beam 

induced voltages and fields in the single bunch mode. 
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Fig. 1. Single bunch mode voltage vs time. 
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The pulse energy into the section is 

EZL 
PoTf = - = 

(E + E*/2)2 

rlss rlss - 

The average power into the section is 

Pm = frPJf . 

The efficiency of transforming section energy to bunch energy is 

BLq seq 
” = rj8PoTf =eg + 

Using (4.1) and k E I?/I&we obtain 

-- 
2EEb 

r]b = - = 41c(l- k) 
IQ 

. 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4 

The peak and average powers required for a given gradient and beam loading 

vary as the inverse of the elastance. The maximum efficiency is independent of 

the gradient and of the elastance. The efficiency of transforming rf input energy 

to bunch energy is 

For light loading B = & and 

2%Eb 
qsb = - . 

E 
(4.7) 

For light loading the efficiency varies as the inverse of the accelerating gradient, 

and as the elastance. For either heavy or light single bunch beam loading the 
efficiency is independent of r]i, and is reduced by the beam loading enhancement 

factor.4 
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5. Long Pulse Superconducting Design 

A lossless section has a constant gradient when it has a constant impedance, 

that is when the disk hole size is uniform along the section. For a superconducting 

section RF energy is saved by not dissipating typically three quarters of the 

energy entering the section before it had a chance to contribute to the accelerating 

field, as in the normal case. We save both average and peak power. Both qs 

and vi approach unity as the section losses approach zero, consequently for a 

superconducting section 7, and q; are no longer functions of Tf. Both approach 

unity. Thus the previous equations apply if we substitute unity for vs and for Q. 

From (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain the peak and average powers per unit length 

po+ (E + &,)2 
STf 

P a0 pa0 = - = f (Tb + Tf)(E + Eb)2 

L r TfS 
. 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

The rf energy to beam energy conversion efficiency of a SC section becomes 

gl,sTfTb 4k(1 - k)Tb 
qb= (E+sIoTf/4)2(Tf+Tb) = Tf+Tb * (54 

For a given loaded gradient, beam current, and beam pulse width the efficiency 

. as a function of fill time has a maximum at 

Tf=% [/G-l] . (5.4 

With Tb much larger than Tf, the efficiency has a maximum of unity at k = l/2, 

Eb = E, the no-load gradient E, = 2I?, and Tf = 4l?/sI,. One can approach 

100% efficiency with a copper section also but the section has to be very short and 
therefore either the number of sources have to be very large or the peak power 

very high. With SUTRA the beam induced output power can be extremely high. 
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In addition to the ac modulator power we also require ac power for refrigera- 

tion. Thus part of the AC power saved is offset by the AC power needed to keep 

the section cool. Maximum power is required at no-load when the dissipation 

is maximum. At no load the average power entering the section is Pa0 given 

by (5.2). The power dissipated in the section is 

P ad = Pao21-/If . 

Here 7 is the attenuation of a copper section and If is the improvement factor. 

Part of the input power P a0 is absorbed by the beam. Therefore to obtain the 

loaded Pad we multiply Pad by the square of the ratio of the no-load to loaded 

gradient. The refrigeration power is P, = RfP,d. Here Rf is the refrigeration 

factor. The AC to beam energy conversion efficiency of a SC section is 

pb 

Figure 2a shows a plot of RF to beam energy conversion efficiency as a 

function of filling time, for a copper section, for a 6m and for a 8 m SC sec- 

tion. We used the CEBAF parameters I? = 18.5.MV/m, I, = 0.2A, s = 

76.4MR/ps m, Tb = 1.2,~. The reason why the optimum Tf and the efficiency 

varies somewhat with length is that the group velocity and hence the elastance 

varies with length. Figure 2b is the same as Figure 2a except we replaced RF 

with AC efficiency. We assumed a refrigeration factor of 400 and an improvement 

factor of 4000. The AC efficiency peaks at a somewhat higher filling time than 

the RF efficiency. Figures 3a, 3b, 3c and 3d show plots of klystron peak and 

average powers as a function of filling time for a 3m copper, a 3m SC, a 6m SC 

and a 9m SC section. Here also we used the CEBAF parameters. The length 

determines the number of required sources. We chose the maximum length for 

which the klystron average and peak power rating are not exceeded. Because 

we kept the beam pulse energy constant, the klystron average power is propor- 

tional to the reciprocal of the rf to beam energy conversion efficiency and nearly 
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Fig. 2. AC and rf to beam energy conversion efficiency. 
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proportional to the required AC power. The peak and average powers per unit 

length do not depend on length. We see that superconductivity reduces the rf 

and AC power requirements to reach 18.5 MV gradient by about a factor of 2, 

and that we can trade peak for average power. 

6. Single Bunch Superconducting Design 

For the single bunch mode 

Pa0 = frPoTf = frE,ZL/s (6.1) 

2E.i$, 
qb = - = 4k(l- k) 

iqj (6.4 

The maximum efficiency of unity is obtained when k = l/2 at I? = Ea/2 and 

& = Ea. All the energy in the section which is also the input energy is transferred 

to the beam, at least theoretically. But it may cause unacceptable energy spread 

within the bunch. 

For lightly loaded single bunch mode 

%!i& ,,a=-= 2(1- k) 
B k P-3) 

In a lightly loaded superconducting TW section the rf energy loss is essentially 

zero, and all the input rf energy is available at the output end and can be used 

again to drive a second parallel accelerator section. We recognize two possible 

modes of operation: 

(i) A second bunch injected a fill time later into a second accelerator. 

(ii) The original bunch is returned to the input and injected into the second 

accelerator. The fill time must equal the round trip time of the bunch as illus- 

trated in Figure 4. We do not need another accelerator if we use high power rf 

switches. 
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Recirculation for the same beam voltage reduces rf and ac energy by a factor 

of 4. The refrigeration power is doubled under our assumptions, but as it is a 

small fraction of modulator power, the net increase in ac power is small. 

7. Short Pulse Superconducting Design 

In the preceeding section we used the steady state values, that is the values 

at and after a filling time, for both no load and beam induced voltages. Another 

pulse operation mode is possible, the short pulse mode, where we inject the beam 

at t = Tf - Tb with Tb less then Tf when the loaded voltage is V = kV,. We force 

the beam-induced voltage to equal the change in the unloaded voltage during Tb 

so that the beam voltage at the beginning and end of the pulse are equal. This 

is illustrated in Figure 5. Thus 

V,=V,-V=V&-k) ; Eb = i!?, -I?= &(l+ k) (74 

Note that short pulse beam loading compensation is different than staggering 

the times at which rf power is fed to successive sections used when the beam is 

injected one fill time after rf turn on. With SUTRA we can use long short pulses, 

because the filling times can be long. The rf to beam energy conversion efficiency 

v-b% 
rib = PoTf 

is obtained as follows. For t < TJ, the beam induced gradient is 4 

2E'b 
.&,Tb = - = 

2(1- k)& 
S S 

EZL 
PoTf = - 

s ’ 
V = k&L 

(74 

(74 

(74 

(7.5) 
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r]b = 2k(l - k). V-6) 

The maximum efficiency, which occurs when k=1/2, is 50%. If Ib, Tb and J!? are 

given. Then 

S-bTb &) = - k=- ! Tb 
2 ’ EbJE +I’ Tf =3 - (7.7) 

Take for example the CEBAF parameters 

E = 18.5MV/m ) 

which yield & = 9.17, i&/i!? = 3, k = 2/3, Tf = 3.6 and vb = 0.444. 

The required peak power is 

IO = 0.2mA , Tb = l.2p. (7.8) 

v; FL 
p,=--z---- . 

sTfL k2sTf 

The required average power is 

(7-g) 

Pao = P,Tf f,. = E2Lf,lk2s . (7.10) 

The efficiency of short pulse operation is greater than medium pulse opera- 

tion, that is when the beam is injected one fill time after the rf has been turned on 

and is not much longer than the fill time, because in the latter case all the energy 

it took to fill the section is wasted. After the section has been filled, the input 

power, except for the power exiting the section, is transferred to the beam. We 

can choose a beam loading that make the section output power zero and hence a 

filling time after the beam has been turned on all the rf power is transferred to 

the beam. The single bunch efficiency as the steady state efficiency approaches 

100% with SUTRA. 
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8. CEBAF Design 

The CEBAF beam voltage is 4160 MV, the beam current is 0.2 mA. and 

the beam pulse width is 1.2~s. It uses a SLAC section whose parameters are: 

s = 76.4MCI/ps m, Q = 12900, Tf = 0.82 ps, L = 3m. It has effectively 

75 sections hence the accelerating gradient is 18.5 MV/m. The attenuation of 

the waveguide that connects the klystron to the section input is 0.5 db so that 

the klystron output power Pk = 1.122 PO. The pulse repetition frequency is 

1kHz. Substituting these given values in the appropriate expressions we obtain 

the standard design whose parameters are listed in the first column of Table 1. 

Table 1. COMPARISON of CEBAF SYSTEMS 

Vt = 4.160GV, Ib = 0.2mATb = 1.2,us, E, = 18.5MVlm 

System 

Lt (4 
N 

Tf b) 

219 b/d 

pk (MW) 

Tk (Ps) 

Pak (kW 

Pad (l/m> 

f’r (kw) 

Pm (kw) 

Pm (kw) 

Pact (MW) 

L=3 
Standard 

225 

75 

.82 

3.66 

40 

2.02 

80. 

8kW 
- 

303 

303 

23 

L=3 L=9 L=3 
SC SC SC SP 

225 225 225 

75 25 25 

2.0 2.4 3.6 

1.5 3.75 2.5 

14 42 28 

3.2 3.6 3.6 

48 152 100 

5w 6W 6W 

5.5 20 20 

155 487 327 

161 442 347 

12 12 8.7 

L=3 
RC 

120 

40 

.82 

3.66 

40 

3.22 

129 

12kW 

424 

424 

17 
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The parameter of the first SUTRA design are listed in the second column of 

Table 1. We see that SUTRA reduces the required peak and average klystron 

powers and ac line power. The reduction of peak power enables us to reduce 

the number of klystrons by splitting the power so that one klystron feeds several 

sections. The second SUTRA design, whose parameters are listed in the third 

column of Table 1, reduces the number of klystrons by one third, but increases 

the required klystron average power. Both designs halve the AC line power. 

If we accept additional reduction in AC efficiency and are not limited by 

klystron average power and by klystron pulse width, then we can increase the 

section length further, and further reduce the number of klystrons. A long sec- 

tion need not be a continuous disk loaded structure. It can be made up of several 

shorter sections connected in tandem with a smooth waveguide. Another al- 

ternative is to keep the section length but reduce the peak power even further 

by decreasing the group velocity, further subdivide a klystron output and again 

further reduce the number of klystrons. 

The third SUTRA design operates in the short pulse mode. Its parameters 

are listed the fourth column of Table 1. It reduces the rf peak, rf average and ac 

power requirements below that of the second SUTRA design. 

Because of the high cost of a klystron and its modulator, the proposed CE- 

BAF design recirculates the beam in order to reduce the required number of 

klystrons. The parameters of this proposed design are listed in the the last col- 

umn of Table 1. Recirculation also converts average power to gradient by increas- 

ing the klystron pulse width. This saves 35 klystrons and 105m of site length. It 

has the same peak and average klystron powers as the second SC design. Both 

recirculation and SUTRA reduce the number of klystrons and the site ac power. 

The question is which does it better and cheaper. We will list the difference in the 

requirements of the recirculation and the L = 9m SUTRA designs. Recirculation 

requires 12 additional modulator-klystrons which is about 3M$ capital costs, 

about 5MW of additional ac power which corresponds to about 20M$ operating 
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costs for a period of 10 years, a system for removing 12MW/m and stabilizing the 

section temperature, and, of course, the cost of recirculating the beam. SUTRA 

requires 28 60-watt refrigerators at O.lM$ each, 40 cryostats at O.OlM$ each, 105 

m additional accelerator sections at O.OlM$/m, a total of 3M$, and the extra cost 

of the superconducting sections. Also it requires an additional 126 meters of ac- 

celerator housing. Even if the costs were to balance we would still be ahead with 

the superconducting system because recirculation limits the operating flexibility. 

If we increase the peak and average powers of the first SUTRA design to 

that of the recirculation design, then we can keep the length of the recirculation 

design but we do not save ac line power. Here we compare the costs of 40 60- 

watt refrigerators and 40 cryostats about 4M$ to the cost of the recirculator. The 

higher gradient and beam energy flexibility favors this choice over recirculation. 

If we double the beam pulse width and halve the repetition rate (so that the 

average current and duty cycle do not change) then we can have the parameters 

of the second SUTRA design except that we can reduce the klystron average 

power to 90 kW and the site ac power to 8MW. We save an additional 30M$ over 

10 years of operation. 

9. Upgrading SLAC 

Using SUTRA to upgrade SLAC is a good example of trading pulse width 

for increased gradient. Instead of dividing a klystron output so that it feeds four 

3m long sections, we connect the four sections in tandem so that now a klystron 

feeds one 12m long section. We increased the fill time from 0.82 to 3.28~s. As a 

result, we increased the gradient by a factor of two because we quadrupled the 

section input power and by an additional factor of 1.294 becase we eliminated the 

power loss along the section, a total increase of 2.6. We increased the gradient 

from 11.8MV/m to 30.5MV/m a 92GV SLAC. 

We can operate in the pulse mode or in the single bunch mode. In the pulse 

mode the klystron pulse width is 5~s and we have a 1.7 ps beam pulse; in the 
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single bunch mode we have a 3.3 ps klystron pulse, and therefore we can increase 

the repetition frequency and hence the luminosity 52%. We would have to have 

a switch to change the pulse forming network delay between 3.3 and 5 pus. 

At 180 pps, the klystron average power is 50kW, the power dissipated by 

a section 12.5watts, and the refrigeration power is 5kW. Thus for less than 2% 

increase in ac power we increased the gradient 2.6 times. To do this with copper 

sections we would have had to increase the peak power 6.7 times and require 

335MW klystrons. 

We could do both, increase the fill time of a section and connect 4 sections 

in tandem. If we wish to operate only in the single bunch mode then we can 

increase a section fill time from 0.82 to 1.25,~~ so that the total fill time is 5 ps. 

As a result the gradient increases by an additional factor of 1.23 to 38MV/m. 

Increasing the fill time of each section from 0.82 to 2.5 so that the total fill time 

is lO,zs, and using an existing 35MW, 10~s (ITT) klystron results in a 3.78 fold 

gradient multiplication, from 11.8 to 45MV/m, a 135GV SLAC, 270GV if we 

recirculate. 

Are these gradients realistic ? Recent tests on single port superconducting 

cavities at SLAC demonstrated 6 that peak magnetic fields of 750 gauss for 

_ lead plated copper cavities7 at a temperature of 4.2K, 1150 gauss for niobium 

cavities at 4.2K, and also 1150 gauss for niobium-tin cavities at lOK, can be 

reached with 2.5~s pulse width. Using the ratio of magnetic to accelerating field 

of 31 gauss/(MV/m) calculated by Helm2, these magnetic fields correspond to 

accelerating fields of 24MV/m for lead plated cavities, 37MV/m for niobium 

cavities, and niobium-tin cavities. 

So far all our tests were with single port cavities, where the field increases 

during the pulse to a peak value at the end of the pulse when breakdown occurs. 

To determine the duration a given gradient can be sustained we need a traveling 

wave, that is, a transmission type cavity. 

Figure 6 shows a single port or SW cavity and a two port transmission or 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of one port and two port cavities. 
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TW cavity. We postulate that for either cavity Q0 is greater than Qe, and that 

the TW cavity input and output Qes are identical. The energy transfer efficiency 

of an incident pulse of duration Tp, that is the fraction of energy stored at the 

end of the pulse, is 

q = Jl- e-Y2 
7 (94 

where r = !Z”/TC and the cavity time constant Tc = ozQe/w. This is true for either 

the SW or for the TW cavity. However, there are differences. For a SW cavity 

a = 2, Tc = 2Qe/w. The fraction of energy is maximum and equals 0.815 when 

7 = 1.257. Hence Qe = 2.5fT,. For a TW cavity CY = 1, Tc = Qe/w. The 

efficiency 7 of a TW cavity is maximum when its external Q is twice the SW 

external Q. Thus for a TW cavity Qe = 5fTp. Its 7 is half the SW q. This is 

because during charging of the TW cavity half of the incident energy leaks out 

through the output port. 

The steady state energy in both cases is only slightly higher than the energy at 

the end of the pulse. But there is a significant difference between them. Whereas 

the SW cavity reflects any additional incident energy and therefore its input is 

mismatched, the TW cavity transmits it to a load (or to another cavity in case 

of tandem cavities) and therefore its input is matched. As was pointed out to me 

- some time ago by R. Miller, a SW cavity behaves much like a TW cavity when 

operating in the pulse mode. 

To reach 50MV/m accelerating field, using the ratio of peak magnetic field 

to the square root of stored enengy B,/fl = 1550 gauss/joule’/’ obtained with 

SUPERFISH, 1 joule is required. With a 2.5 bs pulse, the required peak power 

is 0.5MW for a SW cavity and twice that for a TW cavity. But we wish to reach 

steady state in a time interval much less then the duration of the incident pulse. 

As already stated, to avoid steady state reflection we need a TW cavity. Let the 

time constant of the TW cavity, Qe/w be denoted by Te. The steady state energy 

is PTe. Let Te = O.lps, hence Qe = 2000 and the required peak power is 9MW. 

This is well within the capability of our klystron. 
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We can assign a group velocity to a single TW cavity. By definition Qe = 

wU/P where U is the energy stored in the cavity, and P is the power transmitted 

through the cavity. Substituting for U, U = P$ we obtain 

L 
vg=Qe/W* (9.2) 

If L is a half wavelength then vg = 0.5m/~s. 

With this low Qe we should make the waveguide near the input and output 

to the cavity of superconducting material. First we should connect the input 

to output via a straight waveguide in order to ascertain that the adapters are 

matched and in order to measure the wave guide insertion loss. Only then should 

we connect the TW cavity. With a TW cavity we can determine the stored energy 

by simply measuring the output power. 

IO. Conclusion 

We expressed both the rf induced and beam induced voltages and accelerating 

fields in terms of elastance and efficiency. The elastance is independent of loss 

and the efficiency reduces to unity for a lossless section, Thus we developed 

expressions for the rf and beam induced section voltages and fields and for the rf 

and AC powers needed to obtain a given gradient that are valid for both copper 

and superconducting sections. We have shown that for long pulse, short pulse and 

single bunch beam operation SUTRA can significantly reduce the the rf peak, 

rf average and ac power requirements to obtain a given gradient. We showed 

that SUTRA would increase the SLAC gradient from 21 to 38MV/m, and if we 

recirculate to effectively 76MV/ m, with little increase of ac power. SUTRA with 

recirculation increase the rf energy to beam energy conversion efficiency by, a 

factor of 1.7 by eliminating section loss, a factor of 2 by eliminating the need 

for pulse compression, and a factor of 4 due to recirculation without additional 

rf average power, a total factor of about 14. Thus for a given AC power and a 
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given number of klystrons with a given average power ratings, SUTRA increases 

the luminosity 14 fold. 

It should be emphasized that the formidable problems of a SC accelerator 

operating in the CW mode do not exist with SUTRA. Maintaining frequency 

stability is no more difficult then with copper section. In fact it is easier. Difficult 

processing and extreme care are not necessary. Finally we have shown that a high 

gradient SUTRA is feasible using present state of the art. 

Although we derived the expressions for the general case of variable group 

velocity along the section, we did not make use of it. The group velocity gradient 

can be used to reduce energy spread when operating in the short pulse or multi- 

bunch mode. It may be needed to reduce beam breakup threshold and therefore 

its effect must be considered. 
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APPENDIX A 

Unloaded Voltage 

We will derive the rf induced unloaded voltage gained by a charged particle 

traversing a section with linearly varying group velocity. 

The transmitted power at z is obtained from the fundamental expressions for _. 
w is the energy stored per unit length: 

P Q dP dP 
w = --; w=--~Ta- 

Vi7 w dz dz 

We defined Ta z Q/w. Thus 

dP -P 
dz== 

Using the definition 
E2 P 

SE- and using w = - we 
W 219 

accelerating field as a function of z 

E(z) = T 
/-- 

_ For a constant group velocity (constant impedance) section 

(Al) 

w4 

obtain the 

(A3) 

P(z) = Poe-zJvgTa , E(z) = spa e--z/2v,Ta - 
% 

(A4 

e-z/2vgTcz (A5) 

The attenuation per unit length and the section attenuation both in neper are 

respectively 
1 

cx = 2vgTa ’ 
Tf 

r=2Ta 
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For linearly variable group velocity 

UC7 4 _ = vgo(l+ mz) = vgo +vi.z where vi E dz - mugo W) 

dP -dz -m dz -= 
P Ta vgo(l + mz) = Ta vi(l+ mz) W) 

whose solution is 
&(l + mz) 

P(z) = PO e- Tavi (A81 

Define a = 1/2T, vi. Then 

E(Z) = E,(l+ mz)-*5-a; ~~ = Sp, 
vgo 

The voltage as a function of z is 

z 

vu=/ % Edx = E,z 
(1 + mz)a5-a - 1 

(.5 - n)mz 
0 

Let 211 = .5 - a, z = L and g G mL. Then 

V, = E,L (1+ 9) 211 - 1 

x11g 

Substituting for E, and using 

we obtain 

Hence 

vP 
L h(1+ 9) =- 
Tf 9 

vd” = sP,,T,L 
[(l + s)“l - q2 

gLn(1 + $I)+ * 

[(l + p - II2 
qs = gtn(1 + g)x! * 

(A 12) 

W3) 

(Al4 

W5) 

W) 
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APPENDIX B 

Beam Induced Voltage 

We will derive the beam induced voltage in a section with linearly varying 

group velocity. From the conservation of energy and using P = (D~/s) E2, and 

also using 2a: = l/(vsTa) 

dP 
dz 

= I,,E-2&P=& 

For a lossless constant group velocity section 

dp 2Ev, dE 
dz= s dz 

-- = I,E 

z 

v, = 
s 

I&z2 E&- =r - = &,sTf L 

4% 4 
0 

For a lossy constant group velocity section (substitute fl= y) 

p = 1,2T,2svg(l - e-z/2w,Ta)2 

E = I,T,s(l - e-z12ugTa) = I,,T,s(l - eeaz) 

v, = IoTas[Z - 2vgTa(l - e-z’2”gT*)] 

For a lossy variable group velocity section 

dp vgoE 
dz= s 2(1 + mz> & c+rnE 1 
dE 
dz= 

$f - (1. &-r)E 

j$&(l+mz) . 
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Pw 

P4) 

w 
(B6) 
(B7) 
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Let a = (I,s)/ vi and b = -(I + l/(Z’,v’,). We separate the variables and 

obtain 
dE m dz 

a+bE = -Z-l+mz ’ P 10) 

whose solution is 

; tn(a+bE) = 

_~ 

+ a+bE = c(l+mz)‘i2 . P 11) 

When z = 0, then E = 0 therefore c = a. Thus, 

E = vi(l~~~Ta) ,[ l-(l+mr)-(1+1/v~Ta~~2] . (BE?) 

Multiplying numerator and denominator by vi Ta, we can write Eq. (B12) as 

E= 
LA-a 

(1 + ViTa) 
1 - (1 + mz) -(I + l/ViT,)/2 

I 
. Pl3) 

We integrate again and obtain the self induced beam voltage 

v, = 
IosTa L 

l- (1+ g)“2 - 1 
1 + v;T, I 

. 
sx2 

(B1.4) 

x2 = 0.5 (l-&) 9 = mL 

The beam induced voltage divided by the beam induced voltage of a uniform and 

lossless section is the beam to rf energy conversion efficiency 

rli = % [l+;;*a] [l- (l+;r-l] VW 
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APPENDIX C 

Rationale for Using Efficiencies and Elastance per Unit Length 

An astute observer will notice that the shunt resistance per unit length f was 

not used in the above derivation. The answer to ‘why not?’ is similar to the 

answer Laplace gave to Napoleon when asked why he omitted mention of the 

Deity from his M&unique Ce’leste, to wit “I had no need for it”. 

Three constants are necessary and sufficient to characterize a cell of a trav- 

eling wave section. They are: 

1. The elastance s. It indicates the cross-sectional area over which the rf 

energy is distributed and how well this rf energy is concentrated at the beam 

trajectory, which is, generally at the center of the guide. The elastance 

varies as the square of the operating frequency. 

2. The group velocity vg. It indicates the longitudinal energy density. 

3. The quality factor .&. It indicates the fraction of the rf energy lost to the 

section walls per unit time, per unit length. 

Instead of defining a constant that depends on loss, the usual shunt resistance 
E2 

’ = dP/dz 
I defined a constant that does not depend on loss, the elastance 

E2 
s = -. We already have a constant, & which takes care of loss. 

W 

The reasons for deriving an alternative expressions for the rf and self induced 

beam voltages in terms of 77 and s rather then using the usual expressions which 

is in terms of f(7) and r, are: 

1) f(r) goes to zero and r goes to infinity as the surface resistance R, approaches 

zero. Thus the usual expressions is indeterminate when R, is zero. The alterna- 

tive expressions contain only one R, dependent factor, 7 which approaches unity 

as R, approaches zero. Thus the alternative expressions are more suitable for a 

SC section because then the surface resistance does indeed approach zero. The 

alternative expressions are also more suitable for single bunch operation. 
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2) The alternative expression for the unloaded voltage contains more information. 

Assume negligible loss. We know that if we double L we double the voltage. Yet 

the usual expression implies a fi increase, because it does not directly show the 

filling time. The alternate expression however does indicate voltage doubling. If 

we double the group velocity the alternate expression tells us, correctly, that we 

increased the voltage by a factor of 2. The usualexpression at best does not tell 

us anything, at worse it tells us that nothing happened. The usual expression 

does not, but the alternate expression does tell us the amount of average rf power 

required to attain a given voltage. The expression for V, we derived reduces to 

the expression we would have obtained had we started without losses in the first 

place. 

The shunt resistance is derived from cavity analogy to the lumped parameter 

parallel RLC circuit. It is the R of the RLC circuit. To carry the analogy 

to its logical conclusion, we should call R/Q the shunt reactance. It is the 

reactance of either the shunt capacitor or of the shunt inductor: X = l/wC = 

wL. The elastance can also be derived from the same circuit. It is C-l. The 

shunt resistance is useful when considering average power and the elastance when 

considering the average power required to periodically charge the capacitor. A 

travelling wave section is more analogous to the latter. It is fortuitous that 5’ 

- follows R in the alphabet. 

Presently, the elastance and shunt reactance are given in terms w, R, and Q. 

There is no basic objection for calling the elastance, wR/Q and the shunt reac- 

tance R/Q. But why denote fundamental parameters that do not depend on loss, 

by several parameters that do. The elastance can be derived from fundamental 

relations. From the energy stored per unit volume 

1 u --eE2 = - we obtain 
V2 E2 2 

s = - = - = - 
2 AL UL U/L EA, 

Here A, is the effective cross-sectional area of the cell. 
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The expressions for the no-load and beam induced voltages in reference 5 can 

be converted to expressions that do not become indeterminate as the resistivity 

of the section material approaches zero, that is to the expressions of this note if 

we make the following substitutions. 

Q 
Ta = ~9 r = ST,, w = sTf/2, 

1 
CYP = s/2vg and a = - . 

2Tavg 

Also, with the above substitutions, all combination of parameters that are inde- 

pendent of loss can be written in terms of parameters that are independent of 

loss. The expressions in reference 5 are not generalized to variable group velocity 

as are the expressions in this note. 

In reference 4 and 8, P. Wilson uses for what we have defined as elastance the 

symbol 4kl because kl has been defined previously by the expression V = klq. He 

calls it the loss parameter. However in the present context the use of elastance as 
E2 

a positive structure “figure of merit” defined as s = - is more appropriate. The 

elastance relates the accelerating electric field to stzed energy per unit length. 

It is of no consequence whether the energy is due to input rf or is generated by 

a passing charge. 

The elastance is a fundamental measurable parameter which is appropriate 

for both the unloaded and the beam or charge induced fields for both pulse and 

single bunch operation and for both copper and superconducting sections. 

The symbol S for elastance is recognized by the International Standards 

Organization (ISO). 
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